Several projects scheduled for Byrd Station were
cancelled when the decision was made to close that
station after the Deep Freeze 72 summer season. Considerable ice was removed from the tunnels at Byrd
by CBU-201 personnel.
Future construction
An ambitious construction program is planned for
Deep Freeze 72. At Pole Station, the wonder arch,
the snow foundation, the utilidor, and the geodestic
dome are scheduled to be completed.
The three vans removed from the Byrd longwire
substation will be installed under the wonder arch at
Siple Station along with one of the T-5 buildings
from McMurdo. Three vans previously used at the
Little Jeana weather facility are being rehabilitated
at McMurdo and will be placed at Brockton Station.
The vans presently on the ice shelf will be returned
to McMurdo for refurbishing.
The men who remain at McMurdo Station will
erect a new fire station/ telephone exchange, an incinerator facility, a communications transmitter building, and Holiday Inn van units for berthing at
Williams Field. In addition, extensive earthwork is
scheduled for the -Scott Base road and the helicopter
landing pad. A line for jet fuel will be installed from
McMurdo to a terminus at Scott Base for truck or
sled transport of the fuel to Williams Field. The Deep
Freeze 72 construction season should be as demanding and as exciting as any to date.
Key construction personnel
Task Force 43 Assistant Chief of Staff for Civil
Engineering—Lt. Comdr. Thomas L. Boennighausen,
CEC, U.S. Navy; Construction and Equipment Officer—Capt. Philip L. Hall, U.S. Army; Officer in
Charge, NCBU-201—Lt. John E. Perry, Jr., CEC,
U.S. Navy.
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During 1970, the PM-3A nuclear power plant provided electrical power to McMurdo Station at a
somewhat lower availability rate than in previous
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years. This was caused primarily by an extension f
the Deep Freeze 70 annual maintenance period to
complete necessary modifications, a midwinter shutdown for refueling, and the early initiation of the
Deep Freeze 71 annual maintenance period. Major
summer projects included an extensive turbine overhaul, the installation of a third water distillation unit,
and the acid cleaning of the steam generator.
The PM-3A was at power for just under 6,000 ir
during calendar 1970 for an availability of 68 perce t.
A total of 6,736,000 kwh of electrical energy was supplied (table 1), and 1,924,000 gallons of fresh watr
were produced (table 2). An additional 3,535,090
gallons of fresh water were produced by nonnuc1er
means.
Crew relief
The PM-3A replacement crew arrived in October
1970 and took over operation of the plant on NovemTable 1. PM-3A electrical energy production, 1962-1970.
Diesel-fuel
equivalent'
of net
Hours at Availability MegawattCalendar
hours
production
year power (percent)
delivered (thousand
gallons)
2
2

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1962-1970

3,146
5,333
6,782
7,555
7,471
6,911
5,986
43,184

-64
61
77
86
85
79
68
74

134
242
179
389
503
549
570
565
499
3,630

1,803
33268
2,410
5,240
6,780
7,400
73680
7,620
6,736
48,937

'The conversion figure of 13.48 kwh per gallon of diesel
fuel is derived from actual McMurdo diesel plant operations
in 1967.
2 Contractor's tests, January 1, 1962, to June 9, 1964.
Estimated.
June 10 to December 31 only. See note 2.

Table 2. PM-3A water distillation, 1967-1970.
Calendar
year
1967
1968
1969
1970

Water distilled Diesel fuel equivalent
by nuclear energy of net production
(thousand gallons) (thousand gallons)'
1,943
2,168
2,647
1,924

57
63
77
56

'The conversion figure of 34.28 gallons of water per
gallon of diesel fuel is derived by using the auxiliary boiler
usage of 17.5 gallons of diesel fuel per hour and the distillation unit's normal output of 600 gallons of water per hour.
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ber 9, when Lt. Comdr. Albert A. Arcuni, CEC, USN,
relieved Lt. Comdr. Ralph R. Reynolds, CEC, USN,
as officer in charge. This complete annual turnover of
operating crews is made possible by retaining within
the Navy nuclear shore program one-third of each replaced crew to form the nucleus of subsequent crews
a d by having a vigorous and effective training program. Before his deployment, each crew member already has achieved the experience and qualifications
necessary for his assigned position. As a result of ext nsive experience and predeployment training the
new crew is equipped to obtain maximum value from
an intensive overlap training period at the PM-3A,
and within approximately 30 days the new crew is
fully qualified to operate the plant safely and efficintly.

Tirbine overhaul
As a result of recommendations made after a January 1968 inspection, the turbine was overhauled in
December 1970 and January 1971. The turbine rotor,
interstage diaphragms, and worn bearings were replaced. A major problem developed when it was discevered that the turbine diaphragms had not been
machined to the correct specifications. The incorrect
tolerance widened the clearances between the rotor
arid the diaphragms. Special procedures were developed for the initial turbine startup, however, and all
startup tests were completed satisfactorily. No further
problems have been encountered.

New water distillation units
Decreasing water production rates and excessive
mintenance problems with the two carbon steel flash
evaporator units during calendar 1969 and 1970
prompted an intensive study of the PM-3A sea water
distillation plant. The study showed that extensive
corrosion of the carbon steel components had blocked
theflow path. A new flash evaporator unit with
copper-nickel components was installed and placed in
service in February 1971. The unit has a design life
of 20 years.
An invitation to bids for the fabrication of a second
copper-nickel flash evaporator was recently released.
The bid package contains an option clause for the
procurement of a third unit of this type. Tentative
plans call for delivery of the second unit during the
Deep Freeze 72 austral summer, with the third unit
tofol1ow a year later. These two new units will replce the remaining carbon steel units and will provide the necessary production capacity to meet the
needs of McMurdo for the foreseeable future.
July—August 1971
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Antarctic Support Activities
Public works
Antarctic Support Activities (ASA) is the branch
of the Naval Support Force that operates the U.S.
stations.
To begin the season, the public works department
cleared the annual ice runway and removed the winter's snow accumulation at McMurdo Station. Later
in the season, abnormally high temperatures practically destroyed the snow roads, skiways, and ice runways. The Outer Williams Field emergency runway
was soon abandoned, but constant dragging and grading of the skiway and parking areas at Williams Field
kept it operating. The galley at Williams Field, beginning to settle in the slush, was moved to a safer location by the men of the wintering-over detachment.
The snow road from Scott Base to Williams Field
succumbed to the sun, and overland transport had to
be carried on by tractor train and helicopter. In late
.January, temperatures dropped to seasonal norms, and
the snow road was rebuilt.
Over the season, the men of the public works department generated 2,482,000 kilowatt-hours of electrical power, inspected all pressure-fired boilers, overhauled equipment, repaired and maintained hundreds
of pieces of rolling stock and specialized equipment,
tested new vehicles, constructed a 28-section pontoon
for ship offloading and assisted in offloading three
ships, and performed the many routine and not-soroutine housekeeping tasks.
Aviation and weather services
The air facility at McMurdo Station comprises two
perpendicular skiways on the ice shelf, an ice runway
on the adjacent annual sea ice, and a crosswind ice
runway 11 km from the skiways on the ice shelf.
Hallett Station has an annual sea-ice runway, and
Pole and Byrd Stations have skiways. As in previous
years, they were graded, and the ice runways were
plowed, leaving a thin covering of snow or chipped
ice on the surface to provide friction and prevent
melting of the landing surface. Detachment Bravo
operated the air traffic control center at McMurdo
Station and navigational aids at the other fields.
Detachment Charlie provided weather services at
McMurdo Station and Christchurch for flights to,
from, and within the continent of Antarctica in addi145

